One of the important problems of a modern society -communications. At all readiness of this question both humanitarian, and engineering science, process of transfer and information reception remains in the centre of attention of researchers. The dialogue phenomenon in a network becomes the significant factor of such attention.
In diary records of writers it is possible to see interaction autodocumentary and art has begun: transition diary narrative in a work of art. Similar possibilities of the diary text are defined first of all by the factor of the Author -the writer is focused on publicity of the life and creativity. The tradition of the publication of all texts of the author created by culture including inartistic, leads to comprehension of that the archive, and first of all a diary, will be published. In a modern situation the creative heritage structure joins also network texts.
As a material for research the blog of writer Еvgeny Grishkovets is chosen, which author conducted throughout five years within the limits of the Russian version «Livejournal» -«Live Journal», and has published in the form of the story «The Year of LLife» (2008) [1] .
Space of crossing art and documentary influences to the communications organization. Dialogue in a blog sphere takes the important place: the considerable part of a blog is given to comments of readers-bloggers and answers to these records. As a result of this dialogue by co-authors there are also readers of a blog.
A blog combines properties of various forms of communications in a network (a forum, a chat) as simultaneously is the personal hypertext document created on the On it is underlined literary character of the note specifies both its conclusion in brackets, and communication with note function in a plot. End of a fragment of the text by the note the smile shows an emotional condition of the author or its relation to the described events, or the story about a comic situation and aspiration to cause certain reaction of the reader. These warnings please themselves me, because me it is desirable to believe that in them is contained sincerely the uneasiness for me (smile) [2] . Compare: It would write still, but indeed I dictate, and the wife has other matters and furthermore it does not be worthwhile to lay out too long texts. Yes even life is in front long (smile) [1] . Thereby also the communicative nature of a blog and in the form of the published literary diary is supported. 
Connection of an

